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1. Motivation
Pct 'no smell' & New cases per week /100000

3. Cases vs Reviews

Official CDC prediction models at select dates.
• Predicting

Covid is necessary and hard
• Symptoms, opinions and behaviors on social
media may precede and predict Covid cases
• But early symptoms are mild and common
(cough, sore throat, fever)
• The most distinctive early symptom, anosmia,
or loss of smell, is rarely discussed – except...

2. Yankee Scented Candle
Amazon Reviews

8. Conclusions

6. Main Results
• “No

smell” reviews do appear to be partly due to
unwitting anosmia caused by Covid
• Alas, reviews do not predict rising Covid cases
• Future improvements include

Covid cases
No smell reviews
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• Finer time scales or geographical information
• Food/taste reviews for ageusia
• Other review sites like Yelp
• Review NLP, sentiment, ratings, etc.
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Bayesian posteriors with 95% credible intervals.
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• Covid

cases predict reviews (β4 > 0)
• But reviews don’t predict covid cases (β2 = 0).

2022

Main take-away:
Cryptic, unwitting or unconscious social media signals, unbiased by expectations, may be valuable predictors of illness, opinions, or behaviors

4. Data
7. Robustness Checks

9. Epilogue

• 9837

reviews from the four best-selling Yankee
Candle brand scented candles on Amazon
• From 9/1/2018 - 12/20/2021
→ The percentage of reviews that mentioned “no
smell” or “no scent” per week
+ CDC weekly Covid case rates

1. Does it hold for perfume complaints? Yes.

Alas, this is a fragile signal. Since the 2021 viral
event the signal has become contaminated.

5. Bayesian Model
Both reviews and cases are semi-periodic, so is either
predictive of the other?
→ Bayesian vector autoregression

A series of viral tweets in 2020 and 2021 raised the
possibility that these complaints were due not to
product defects, but to anosmia caused by Covid.

2
covt ∼N (µ1, σ1 )

µ1 = β0 + β1covt−1 + β2revt−1
2
revt ∼N (µ2, σ2 )
µ2 = βm(t) + β3revt−1 + β4covt−1

2. Does it hold for “good smell” reviews? No.
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3. Does it hold for the flu? No.

• covt

= cases at week t; revt = “no smell” reviews;
βm(t) = monthly fixed effects
• Model fit using MCMC in R with strong priors
that β0, β1, β2, β4 = 0 before the pandemic

http://nickbeauchamp.com/work/
beauchamp-candles-ICWSM.pdf

